
Open Distributive Interoperable Executive Library (openDIEL) is 
workflow engine intended to launch batch jobs on HPC. openDIEL 
consists of a set of C code and MPI functions to unify many different 
modules of computation under a single driver executable. 

The basic idea is to create a configuration file that with a section that 
specifies modules you want to run, and another section to specify the 
workflow (i.e. the order in which you want modules to run). Modules 
can initiate synchronous direct communication between modules, or 
asynchronous tuple space communication. 

      

       

Modules that run serial code can simply be run with fork() and exec(); 
these are referred to as automatic modules. Modules that run parallel 
code must be called as a function by the driver executable; these are 
referred to as managed modules. 

A growing area in supercomputing is the adoption of GPUs as 
accelerators. In managed modules, openDIEL supports the ability to 
allocate specific numbers of GPUs on a per-module basis.

Currently, you can specify the number 
of GPUs you have available on each
compute node of the system, and 
specify how many GPUs will be used 
by each module. 

In the Figure 2, the configuration file 
specifies two modules, allocating 
1 GPU to each. 

openDIEL also supports creating
multiple different modules that use a 
combination of CPU, GPU, and 
multithreading. 
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The purpose of the GUI is to provide a much more user-friendly way of 
utilizing openDIEL. The current process of running modules using 
openDIEL in managed mode has proven to be very tedious, and the GUI’s 
goal is to handle most of the responsibility for the user. 

● One of the first steps that the user would have to do in order use 
openDIEL is to first convert their code(s) into a module/function using 
ModMaker.py. Once they’ve converted their code(s), they would then 
have to create a header file for their newly formatted module(s). 

● After this step is complete, they would then have to create a workflow 
configuration file,  and the purpose of this file is to basically outline and 
define each module and to then outline how each module will run 
using openDIEL. 

● Next, the user would have edit the Driver.c code, and include each 
headerfile that corresponds to their modules, and they would also 
have to go down in the code to the IELAddModule function call and 
pass as arguments a function pointer to their modules and also the 
name of that module as a string argument. 

● Once all of these steps are complete, they would then have to compile 
each module as library, and they would also link the libraries to the 
driver and compile the driver. Lastly, they would need run the driver 
executable with the workflow configuration file.

● Making the GUI usable on supercomputers, by adding the ability to 
automatically generate SLURM batch scripts for running jobs on XSEDE 
supercomputers Comet and Bridges. 

● Add the ability to automatically build managed modules for molecular 
dynamics software LAMMPS, with support for compiling the GPU and 
CPU versions

● Additional testing, validation, and documentation of previously 
implemented features
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GPU Support

How GUI Solves Issues
The GUI has specific tabs that allow for complete customization:
● The Functions and Attributes tabs are for taking input from the user and 

storing it as either a function to go into a module, or as a module for the 
workflow.

● The Workflow and Driver tabs are for planning out the “schedule” of the 
processes to be done, and for creating the driver to run the code for 
said processes in module form.
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